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ALGERIA’S SOLAR INDUSTRY
Q&A DISCUSSION WITH
MOULOUD BAKLI
President of Club Energia, Algeria’s Solar Energy Association
Managing Director of the Tell Group
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Background
Decreased revenues from oil and gas exports in recent years have
placed financial strain on the Algerian government’s coffers.
Increased industrial activity is putting pressure on state utility
Sonelgaz to increase electricity production. Although investments
in oil and gas projects are increasing, there is potential for large
scale solar deployment, especially because the country has one of
the highest levels of solar irradiation in the region.

200 MW of tenders (150 MW IPP and 50 MW EPC) under the
country’s new auction system were released just this month so
MESIA was in discussion with Mouloud Bakli, President of Club
Energia (Algeria’s solar energy association) and Managing
Director of the Tell Group, to understand how the country’s solar
industry will develop in the near future.
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Q&A
Now that the first round of utility-scale tenders under the
auction scheme are out, what does this mean for the country’s
solar industry?
As per the country’s renewable energy targets to install 13.5 GW of
solar PV projects by 2030, these tenders are a step in the right
direction towards helping the country achieve these targets by not
only attracting foreign investment and but also by supporting its
growing PV manufacturing industry.
What about the current ban on foreign debt in the country? How
can foreign players source debt for these tenders in light of this
ban?
It is true that there is a ban on foreign debt, exceptions can be made
for strategic projects. Developers will have to engage with local
banks to source debt. DFI financing is also allowed. At Club Energia,
we are working with the government to help ease these restrictions to
allow private financiers into the market. We could see a removal of
this ban over time, but the discussions are still in the early stages.
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Q&A
How do you view local content requirements and job creation
vs achieving lower tariffs through importing necessary
components?
Local content and job creation are of extreme importance to the
government. Sure, its difficult to beat some foreign module
manufacturers on price but we see much greater value in having
slightly higher tariffs, creating jobs and improving GDP rather than
importing all the components and creating zero jobs.

How have domestic attitudes towards solar changed? How are
you educating the potential customer base about the benefits
of solar?
We are seeing a shift in the mentality of not only the public but also
of government owned entities like Sonatrach. In fact, Sonatrach just
inaugurated a 10 MW solar PV project to power an oil field in the
southern part of the country. This form of “solarization” will continue
whereby Sonatrach will tender about 1.3 GW of projects on an EPC
basis to help increase the number of solar plants across their
production sites. We are educating the public via workshops,
seminars, official letters etc. We also conduct educational interviews
and host conferences to help educate the key decision makers
within the government.
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Q&A
What

about

distributed

generation

which

involves

the

residential, C&I and off-grid segments? What opportunities for
growth do you see there?
The frameworks and policies that will help define this segment are
not in place yet but the government is working on releasing a
baseline level of regulation sometime in 2019. There are also plans
to selectively phase out existing energy subsidies and curb domestic
use of oil and gas to increase exports.
Besides the current ban on foreign debt, what are some of the
other challenges to solar energy deployment in the country and
how do you see the market evolving?
Having a bankable PPA that meets the standards of international
investors is probably the most pressing issue. I think that the grid
may need some upgrades in the near future, should the deployment
of solar energy increase at the rate we expect. We would also need
to conduct studies to locate more land sites to develop these projects
because agricultural land cannot be used to develop projects at the
moment.
We’re trying our best to change the domestic attitudes and approach
towards solar energy. It will take some time to grow the local
manufacturing industry but over the long term, we believe solar
definitely has a role to play in the generation mix, despite the
increased investment in oil and gas projects.
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Thank you to Mouloud Bakli

PRESIDENT OF CLUB ENERGIA, ALGERIA’S
SOLAR ENERGY ASSOCIATION
&
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE TELL GROUP

Previously, Mr. Bakli worked as a Global Head of Solar at Air Liquide, Head
of Solar Business at Edwards, Global Account Director at Lam Research, and
Director of Operations at Applied Materials.
Mr. Bakli graduated with a Master’s degree in Semiconductors from the
Ecole Polytechnique de Grenoble, and a PhD in Semiconductor s from the
University de Grenoble, where he undertook R&D at French Telecom and
IBM Yorktown Heights Labs.
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